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1. Start your tour here
2. Walk of Life
3. Mississippi Historic Site
4. Elvis Presley Birthplace
5. 1948 Granite Block

BIRTHPLACE MAP
6. “Elvis at 13” Statue
7. Mississippi Music Trail Markers
8. Elvis’ Childhood Church
9. Elvis Presley Memorial Chapel
10. Story Wall

11. Fountain of Life
12. Elvis Presley Museum
13. Theatre
14. Gift Shop
15. Memphis Bound
16. Event Center

17. Amphitheater
18. Pavillion and Restrooms
19. Reflections
20. Bridge Over Troubled Waters
21. “Becoming” Statue
22. Large RV/Bus Parking

22

For more information scan 
the code:

Follow us 
on Facebook
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No trip is complete without a visit to the beautiful, 
serene setting provided by Reflections. 

REFLECTIONS 
If Elvis were alive today and re-
turned to the Birthplace to ex-
perience the venues, as his widow 
Priscilla has said, he would have 
been overwhelmed with appreci-
ation.  He would see that the pur-
pose of the Elvis Presley Memori-
al Foundation was to create hope 
for others – for others to “Dream 
their Dream” as told through the 
life of Elvis.  The power for us – as 
Tupeloans – is it happened here.  It 
is our reality.  Hopes and Dreams 
are available to all of us – it is a 
totally inclusive concept. 

After experiencing the venues, 
perhaps Elvis would have wan-
dered down to Reflections, a rus-

tic, natural, serene place perfect 
for meditation and metaphysical 
thinking.  Sitting by the water-
fall with the opening of the lake 
in view, Elvis would reflect upon 
those people and blessings that 
helped him become extraordi-
narily successful.

To each he would give thanks.  

This story serves as an idea of 
Reflections’ purpose.  It’s for any-
one to sit by the falling waters in a 
serene setting and give thanks to 
all the people and circumstances 
that blessed them.  After which, 
it’s with Hope that the next 
Dream will appear.
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Visit the dramatic sculpture “Becoming” 
now featured at the Birthplace in Tupelo. 

THE OVERLOOK 
The story has it that as a young 
boy, Elvis and his friends would 
run the hills and hollows of this 
15 acres of property.  After one of 
those days, near the end of the day, 
perhaps Elvis picked up his guitar 
and walked up to the overlook. 
His hair was mussed from play. 
A hole in his sock from wear. His 
clothes were several sizes larger 
than needed. All this symbolizing 
the poor circumstances of the 
Presley family. He sat on a milk 
crate, playing his guitar, then 
looked west toward the lights 
of the town. Perhaps it was here 
that Elvis “Dreamed the Dream”  
of a better life for himself and his 
family. Who’s to know for sure? 
But we do know the rest of the 
story.

Standing atop the overlook for all 
to see, two statues known by one 
name—“BECOMING”

It symbolizes the transformation 
from Elvis, The Boy, to Elvis, The 
Entertainer.

Both statues represent a slice of 
life of the same person born on 
common soil that serves as a base 
for both statues.

Elvis became a larger than life 
personality with a revolutionary 
influence on music world wide, 
yet he always maintained his hum-
ble spirit in keeping true to his 
roots and formative values in East 
Tupelo.

Walk the trails that Elvis might 
have walked and visit this venue.

Thanks for being so friendly & helpful. Loved it.
   Sharon, from Massachusetts

Experience of a lifetime. TCB.
   Louise, from Scotland

It’s so amazing to be here!! Where it all started.
   Perello, from France

Dream come true!!! Love it.
   Nelia, from Philippines

Great collection of his life.
   Judith, from Georgia

I have no words. It’s just beautiful.
   Kacey, from New South Wales

Awesome stop along our road trip.
   Welch Family, from Colorado

Visiting here makes our vacation complete.
   Dawn, from Scotland

Very lovely place. Will tell my friends.
   Becky, from Utah
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